






Floor drains are treated like trash cans 
Drain Net is your floor drain’s garbage bag 
Captures all food scraps and solid waste 
Fits all standard size drains, custom sizes available 
Green alternative to chemical pipe cleaners 
Simple and easy to install 
Available as solid molded plastic or flexible net 

How can the Drain-Net help you? 
Eliminates flooded floors which can cause shutdowns, 

slip hazards, and health code violations 
Reduces FOG (fats, oils & grease) and BOD (biological 

oxygen demand) 
Solid style with absorbent will reduce sewer and 

drain flies 
Eliminates foul odors at the source 
Prevents costly repairs to pipes 

“The drain nets have completely eliminated our clogged drain problems, flooded floors and 
we have discovered that keeping the solids out of our grease trap has dramatically reduced 
the amount of times we have to have our grease trap cleaned… We no longer have the foul 
odor of rotting food coming from the grease trap…” - Pete, The General Store 
 
“These really worked well with the Chili’s locations.  They will save you a lot of money long 
term.” —John Turek & Corey Wheeler, Chili’s 

“… The greatest gain I have found since using your strainer is that my store is no longer 
incurring great surcharge fees from the water authority due to high levels of food by 
products and chemical run offs… The strainers have already paid for themselves.”        
- Ivan, Ponderosa Steakhouse 

Part Number Description Size 

PDN020F Flexible Drain Strainer 2” 

PDN030F Flexible Drain Strainer 3” 

PDN040F  Flexible Drain Strainer 4” 

PDN020PR Hard Plastic Drain Strainer 2” 

PDN030PR  Hard Plastic Drain Strainer 3” 

PDN040PR Hard Plastic Drain Strainer 4” 

Price 

$2.50 

$2.75 

$3.00 

$7.50 

$8.50 

$9.50 
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What does a Drain-Net do? 

Drain Net Strainers 
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Floor and Sink Strainer Baskets 

Prevents blockage and costly repairs to pipes before they occurs 
Prevents flooded floors which can cause shutdowns, slip hazards, and 

health code violations 
Eliminates foul odors at the source 
Maximize effectiveness when used in-line with Drain-Net 
Available with extension handles for ease of reaching underneath 

equipment 

Stainless Steel Strainers 

Plastic Strainers 

   

Floor Sink Removable Grate 
Part #:  SFL-10 
Size: 11” x 11” 
Depth: 1.96” or 3” 
Wire thickness: 0.40mm  
Mesh # 14 
Also available with center handle 
Price:  $24.50 

Floor Drain Strainer with Lip 
Part #: 102-1124 
Size: 5-3/4” x 5-3/4” with 3/4” lip 
         7-3/4” x 7-3/4” with 3/4” lip  
         7-3/4” x 7-3/4” with 2” lip 
Price:  $21.00 

S/S Scrap (Pre-Rinse) Basket 
Part #:  1021125 
Size:  Use with 20" x 20" dish rack  
Also fits in standard 21-3/4"      
square pre-rinse sink  
Depth:  2-1/4" 
Price:  $199.00 

 

Flat Floor Drain Strainer 
Part #: 102-1107 
Size: 7-3/4” square 
Fits the bottom of floor sinks 
Price:  $33.50 

   

Molded with Top 
Part #: 1021118 
Size:  11-3/4” square 
Depth: 4” 
Cannot be used with cover 
Price:  $24.50 

Internal floor Sink Strainer 
Part #: DN65 and DN85 
Size: 6-1/2” and 8-1/2” square 
Depth:  3-1/2” 
Price:  $19.25 and $19.95 

Internal floor Sink Strainer 
Part #: DN95R 
Size: 9-1/2” round 
Depth:  3-1/2” 
Custom sizes available 
Price:  $21.50 

 

Basket with Handle 
Part #: DN65H and DN85H 
Sizes:  6-1/2” and 8-1/2” 
square 
Depth:  4” 
Price:  $22.25 and $22.95 

How can a Strainer Basket help you? 



How can the GDRU help you? 

Instead of grinding the food waste and wasting precious 
freshwater for flushing, the strainer-drawer in GDRU strains solid 
particles under the pre-rinse sink when dirty dishes are being pre-
rinsed, affecting a much needed pretreatment process of 
restaurant wastewater. 
 
To ensure the food waste is not flushed down your drains, install 
our GDRU to catch any solid waste before it enters the piping 
system and grease trap/interceptor. This will help to eliminate the 
backflows and the foul grease trap/interceptor odors.  

Model FPS-610 
Price: $299.95 

Model GDQ-B13 
Price: $249.95 

Saves money on water and electricity 
Environmentally friendly 
Keeps grease trap or interceptor cleaner and lowers 

maintenance frequency 
Encouraged (or required) by local governments and 

Water Districts 
No moving parts to maintain or repair 
Prevents costly repairs to pipes 
Various models and sizes available 
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Garbage Disposal Replacement Unit 

What does a GDRU do? 



Part Number Description Size 

DN847-7B Adjustable strainer to fit 3 ¼" – 6 ¾" drain openings  7 ¼" diameter  

DN847-9 Adjustable strainer to fit 5 ¼" – 8 ¾" drain openings 9 ¼" diameter  

Cost 

$20.29 

$50.00 

DN847-7BL Adjustable strainer to fit 3 ¼" – 6 ¾" drain openings with locking capability 7 ¼" diameter  $40.29 

DN847-9L Adjustable strainer to fit 5 ¼" – 8 ¾" drain openings with locking capability 9 ¼" diameter  $90.00 

LS020 Lock and Stop Strainer Converter Kit 2” $38.50 

LS030 Lock and Stop Strainer Converter Kit 3” $39.50 

LS040 Lock and Stop Strainer Converter Kit 4” $41.75 

Takes only minutes to install 

Replacement Adjustable Drain Strainer 

 

Replace rusted or broken cast iron strainers or bar grates 
Heavy gauge stainless steel making it 100% corrosion proof 
Adjustable screw clips to fit almost any drain 
Gripping fingers fit snugly inside pipe keeping strainer securely in place 
Fits any drain regardless of make.  Simply tell us the size you need by measuring the 

ID (inside dimension) of the drain.  A screw driver is all that is required to install.  
Also available in locking style and in custom sizes. 

NEW

Only you can Only you can   
unlock your drainsunlock your drains  

View from belowView from below  

Are you tired of paying costly plumbing bills because others 
are using your drains as the lazy way to sweep away food, 
garbage, and large debris? 

If you’re not sure what’s going down your drains, take 
control with the Lock and Stop drain strainer converter kit. 

This is the first and only converter kit which does not require 
you to purchase new drain strainers. 

All parts are 100% stainless steel making it durable and 
corrosion proof. 

Lock and Stop is also the only locking solution which comes 
with a free Drain-Net which conveniently fits underneath 
your locked drain strainer!  When used together, you 
possess the best defense against unwanted drain clogs. 

*Ask about bulk pricing 

1. Drill a hole through your drain strainer (kit includes a drill bit) 
2. Place the Lock and Stop in the drain and extend the bolts until 

they are pressed firmly against the pipe 
3. Twist the hexagon joint to tighten bolts against the inner wall 

of pipe 
4. Align the vertical bolt to go through the hole in your drain. 
5. Tighten and lock drain with the unique tool we provide. 
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Stop others from using your drains like trash cans!  

“Lock and Stop”  
Drain Strainer Converter Kit 



The biggest challenge with any Grease Interceptor is regular 
maintenance to ensure operation within it’s rated capacity.  Until 
now this process has been all but guesswork on the part of the 
restaurant operator, often resulting in the interceptor becoming 
overloaded and FOG being released to the local sewer system – the 
very thing that the interceptor was put in place to prevent.  Don’t 
risk guessing when states can charge up to ten thousand dollars per 
day for FOG discharges into the city sewers.  Drain-Net offers both a 
wireless and manual solution to leave the guess work out of grease 
monitoring. 

Wireless Solution 

 

Sensor located in the GI 
transmits status to the 
remote receiver 

No electrical supply or 
installation 

Sensor and Receiver 
operate on AA batteries 

Easy installation and set-up 
for new and retrofit 
applications 

Sentry holds 12 months of 
rolling data -definite proof 
of maintenance 

Recordable data 
downloadable to your PC 

Manual Solution   

 

Accurate readings of settled solids in a variety of 
liquids 

1”OD x 5’ sections of flexible acrylic tubing with 
footage markers 

Float valve on bottom section allows material to 
flow in and traps the column of solids in the tube 

Part #: D394600 
Price: $985.00 

Part #: DB01322WA  
(Please specify required length) 
Price:  $140.00 
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Grease Monitoring Systems 

How a grease monitoring system can help you 



Building owners spend millions of dollars 
every year combating grease accumulation in 
plumbing systems.  Grease accumulation 
causes sewer blockages and overflows.  
These overflows are a health risk to you, your 
employees, your customers and the general 
public.  Additionally, many states charge up 
to ten thousand dollars per day for improper 
management of FOG discharge.  Drain-Net 
offers manual grease interceptors for 
effective separation and retention of grease 
and oil from normal waste, permitting normal 
liquid wastes to discharge safely into the 
sewer system.   

Award winning flow control without cleanup top 
Can accommodate continuous discharge              

at 104°C (220°F) 
Can support 440 lbs of pedestrian and light     

duty traffic.  
Injected molded in engineered thermoplastics 

eliminating seams and potential leaking            
and odors.  

It will not corrode, chip or peel, even under the 
most severe applications   

Flexibility of installation—can be installed in-
floor, on-floor, or semi-recessed 

New quick catch system eliminates nuts and   
bolts on cover 

Recessing extension kits available 
10-year warranty 

Model Number  D3920A02 D3925A03 D3935A(**) D3950A(**) DAPGI-100 DAPGI-150 

Flow Rate (U.S. g.p.m.) 20 25 35 50 100 150 

Grease Capacity (lbs) 46 74 115 122 250 375 

Length (in.) 23.6” 23.6 31.0” 31.0” 53” 65” 

Width (in.) 17.5” 17.5” 23.5” 23.5” 29” 28” 

 Height (in.) 16.3” 16.3” 17.5” 23.5” 32” 38” 

Bottom of unit to center of inlet 12.8” 12.2” 12.5” 18.5” 24” 31” 

Bottom of unit to center of outlet 12.8” 12.2” 12.5” 18.5” 24” 31” 

Liquid capacity  (gal) 21.6 21.6 39.4 52.0 112.0 180.0 

Approximate weight (lbs) 23 23 45 60 150 200 

Connection size (inches) 2” 3” ** 3” (03) 
** 4” (04) 

** 3” (03) 
** 4” (04) 3” 7.4” 

Price $328.42 $355.99 $508.69 $686.71 $2,099.77 $2,700.00 

3925A02LO 

25 

50 

31” 

23.5” 

11” 

7” 

7” 

18.9 

23.9 

2” 

$462.80 

Custom sizes and fabrication available.  Whatever you need we have it!  Please refer to our Drain-Net quick 
sizing chart on our web site, simply plug in the dimensions and let our system do the rest.  As simple as 1,2,3!  

Please consult our website for simple a simple guide on sizing your grease trap. 

Visit website for Automatic Grease Traps! 
Part #: 3925A02LO 

Price: $462.80 
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Manual Grease Traps 

Low Boy Grease InterceptorLow Boy Grease Interceptor  

With an 11 inch height 
the GI still meets the 
requirements of ASME112.14.3.  
Internal components can be 
removed in less than 6” of 
additional clearance making this 
unit a truly low profile solution. 

New! 



Complete Drain Solutions 

Extermin-Net 
Drains often attract roaches, sewer flies and other unwanted pests 
A Drain-Net containing Extermin-Net tablets will attract and kill the bugs 
Extermin-Net is safe for humans and pets 
Extermin-Net contains no harmful chemicals and is environmentally safe 
Keep your food safe and your customers happy 
Can be used in kitchens, bathrooms, and dining areas 

Part Number Description Size/Qty. Price 

DB001  Drain Brush 36” length $29.99* 

DNS1000 Drain-Net Sanitizer 1 Gallon $14.50 

DYNO-1 Drain-Net Degreaser 1 Gallon $9.00 

DODC Drain-Net Cleaner 1 Gallon $18.99 

EXTN-020 Extermin-Net tablets and 2” Flexible Drain-Net ≈15 tablets & 2” Net $3.25 

EXTN-030 Extermin-Net tablets and 3” Flexible Drain-Net ≈15 tablets & 3” Net $3.75 

EXTN-040 Extermin-Net tablets and 4” Flexible Drain-Net ≈20 tablets & 4” Net $3.95 

EXTN-100 Extermin-Net refill tablets (Approx. 75 tablets or 3 refills) 1 Box $15.00 

*Ask about bulk pricing 9 

Drain Brush 

 

36” flexible wire allows brush to easily access hard to reach floor drains 
New splash guard to ensure anything splashing out of the drain on removal 

hits the bottom of the Splash Guard and not the user’s clothing, shoes, etc.  
Polypropylene bristles and three wire twist design to ensure the brush 

doesn't fall apart. Single bristle design for max strength and cleaning power. 
Poly Ball on the end to guide smoothly through elbow turns in drain pipes 
Always wear gloves and protective eyewear when working with cleaning 

solutions 

Drain-Net Cleaners  
 

Drain-Net Sanitizer 
To best protect your customers and your reputation, use Drain-

Net Sanitizer in your drains to aid in the prevention of roaches 
and sewer flies. 

Drain-Net Sanitizer is strong enough to kill dangerous bacteria 
and viruses including HIV-1, influenza, and salmonella.  

 

Drain-Net Degreaser 
Drain-Net Degreaser is a concentrated, heavy duty, low 

foaming cleaner and degreaser. 
Safely dissolves most grease and oil on surfaces including 

kitchen grills, hoods, floors, drains, and grease traps. 

New! 



Accessories 

Part Number Description Size Price 

DN324709A Floor Sink Grate—Full Grate 9” x 9” $23.53 

DN324712A Floor Sink Grate—Full Grate 12” x 12” $32.75 

DN324709C Floor Sink Grate—Three Quarter 9” x 9” $20.08 

DN324712C Floor Sink Grate—Three Quarter 12” x 12” $35.73 

DN324709B Floor Sink Grate—Half Grate 9” x 9” $25.67 

DN324712B Floor Sink Grate—Half Grate 12” x 12” $29.33 

TDS-400 Trench-Drain Strainer 4” $17.50 

DEN800 Extendo-Net to reach drain baskets (basket not included) Custom length $20.00/ft. 
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Floor Sink Replacement 
Grate prevents large debris from passing through 

to the drain. 
Available in full, half, and three quarter sizes 

Trench-Drain Strainer 
Used in-line with our flexible drain 

strainer line.  
Our 4” Trench-Drain Strainer fits most 

all U and V-shaped trench drains.   
Designed to fit securely in most trench 

drains.   
Strainer can be caulked in place or left 

loose for ease of installation and 
cleaning. 

Stop! struggling to empty those hard to reach  
baskets in drains located under your equipment. 

Made of sold non corrosive plastic. 
Can be made to any length to fit your need. 
Eliminates unnecessary strain on your back and 

joints. 
Can be added to any of your current drain baskets. 
Makes cleaning the basket simple. 
Simply tell us the length of the handle you desire 

Extendo-Net 




